Release Notes for 12/11/2018 WISEid/WISEstaff
Production Release
(Core Apps Team Sprint 175 2-Week Work Cycle)
Feature Title
WISEid: Bug Fix--CR download works with Status
set to All and DPI as dependent agency.

Notes
We fixed an issue with the Message &
Change Request download that was
not working when agency filters were
applied.

WISEid: Hotfix--Removed multiple spaces between
words in first and last names

We removed extra spaces from WISEid
that shouldn't be in the system for first
and last names. These included
leading and trailing spaces, as well as
multiple spaces between words in the
name.

WISEid: Revised logic of Person Type field on
Change Request filters

We revised the logic for all filters on
the Message and Change Request
page, so they will work correctly. This
will help districts resolve change
requests more quickly and to more
easily identify change requests that
need attention.

WISEid: Bug Fix--Rocketship Agency now showing

We had an issue in Find/Search
Enrollment when if the Enrollment was
for Rocketship Education Agency, it
was not showing up. This was resolved.

WISEid: Bug Fix--UI for Enrollment displays
agencies correctly.

We fixed an issue where some
agencies were not showing for
enrollments in the Find/Search
Enrollment.

WISEid: Bug Fix--Uploading a Local Person ID in a
different case no longer causes fault.

We had an issue where if you uploaded
a Local Person ID with letters in it that

differed only from the original based
on the casing of letters, the system
would fault. Now they are just ignored,
so this issue is resolved.
WISEstaff: Added second Missing Entity ID counter
bubble and descriptions to expanded Roadmap

We added features to the Annual Staff
Collection Roadmap, including
acknowledged vs. unacknowledged
warnings.

WISEstaff: Added second Missing Entity ID widget
to Dashboard

We broke out missing Entity ID
warnings to unacknowledged and
acknowledged widgets on the Staff
Dashboard if they apply to your
agency.

WISEstaff: Bug Fix--Breadcrumb navigation returns
to WISEid Results instead of WISEstaff

We had an issue on the WISEstaff tab
Results page when if you clicked the
Errors and then went back, it would
take you to the WiSEid tab. This was
fixed.

WISEstaff: Bug Fix--Contract UI - Local and Total
Experience validations working properly.

We fixed the min and max validation in
the web application and upload, so we
allow precise entries for Local and
Total Experience >=.5 to <= 99.5.

WISEstaff: Created download of ELO data by mass
Entity ID look-up

We created a new tool that will be
turned on 12/13/18 to download
licensing info in bulk in CSV format by
using: comma or colon separated list of
Entity IDs, Local Person IDs, WISEids,
OR for everyone in your Staff List
(anyone with a contract and/or
assignment in your hiring agency). This
new tool will help districts with
licensing review and should save each
district at least a half hour of time
during licensing review.

WISEstaff: Bug Fix--Salary Report Download error
resolved

We fixed an issue for the Salary Report
download to reflect filters applied.

WISEstaff: Bug Fix--Staff List now refreshing after a
person is deleted

We had an issue when if you deleted a
person from the Staff List, the page
didn’t automatically refresh showing
the person removed. This problem was
fixed.

WISEstaff: Updated error message 3100 verbiage
to improve clarity

We revised the wording for error
message 3100 to read “Staff person
does not have a Local Person ID
associated to your agency in their
WISEid record, which is required for
entry of contracts and/or
assignments.” WISEid Local Person ID
is NOT to be confused with the ID fields
on the Contracts and Assignments
which was confusing a lot of districts.
You need to conduct WISEid Person
Uploads to resolve these errors.

WISEstaff: Hotfix--Corrected message 4230
verbiage

We changed Info message 4230 text to
"Contracts are not required for staff
with only Assignment Types 2, 3, or 4
or if all assignments are subcontracted.
Contract will be removed during the
reporting clean-up process. " Logic was
always working this way during the
Clear Non-Required data button
process. However, the message was
stating the reverse of what it should
have said. Now this is correct.

